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1. 

ZDENKA BRZOVIC (University of Rijeka) 
Natural and practical kinds in psychiatry: the case of psychopathy 

 
A standard definition of natural kinds is that they reflect divisions in nature that are independent of 
us and our classificatory practices. This emphasis on the mind independence of facts about which 
kinds are natural has led some authors to argue that psychiatric disorders cannot be natural kinds, 
but rather are practical kinds (Zachar, 2000) because they are subject to our goals and interests. This 
kind of view is sometimes taken to imply that psychiatric groupings lack objectivity, and therefore 
are merely conventional, artificial or even arbitrary, i.e. that they are not real. I argue that the mind-
independence condition for natural kinds is too strong and that psychiatry is not an exception here. 
A majority of recently proposed accounts of natural kinds in philosophy of science accept that 
deciding which groupings are natural partly depends on our (epistemic) aims and interests 
(Ereshefsky & Reydon, 2015; Franklin-Hall, 2015; Khalidi, 2013; Magnus, 2012; Slater, 2014).  
In this paper I endorse Peter Zachar’s distinction between natural and practical kinds and try to 
elaborate it by putting the emphasis on the aims achieved by a scientific classification. Zachar 
(2002) differentiates between essentialist natural kinds that are delineated primarily by their internal 
structure, and practical kinds where external or relational criteria (in addition to internal structure) 
play more important role in kind delineation. For Zachar, psychiatric disorders are primarily picked 
out by external or relational criteria, but such criteria can also be (to a lesser degree) relevant for 
picking out natural kinds that are standardly defined by their internal structure such as chemical 
elements. For example, this happens when practical utility becomes relevant for deciding whether 
we will pick out as a kind the category of hydrogen, or the more specific categories of hydrogen, 
deuterium and tritium, depending on what our interest is. I take it that the emphasis on what Zachar 
calls external criteria does not establish well the difference between what is standardly taken to be 
natural kinds, and the more practical categories that are still relevant for the scientific research. 
Namely, the fact that some external considerations partly determine which structures we will pick 
out as natural kinds has already become a standard view that is expressed by the aforementioned 
view that natural kinds partly express our aims and interests. What I take as an interesting 
difference that is relevant for the psychiatric categories in particular is that our aims and interests 
can be more theoretical or practical in nature. I will focus on how the fulfilment of different aims 
can be taken as establishing the naturalness of the classification.  
I propose that we call natural those classifications that achieve primarily theoretical aims, and 
practical those kinds that achieve the practical ones. I take it that the primary theoretical aim 
achieved by a classification is that a category is explanatory, which is satisfied if its members are 
homogenous, i.e. share a common set of causal properties. On the other hand, most important 
practical aim (or a means of achieving further practical aims) is that a category is at least minimally 
predictive. Naturally, if a category fulfils theoretical goals it is implied that it will fulfil practical 
ones as well. A problem arises when some of the epistemic aims such as prediction and 
generalization are achieved without there being an underlying causal ground that is responsible for 
the success of such inductive inferences. In such cases we have scientific categories (practical 
kinds) that do not fulfil criteria to be considered natural kinds, but still play an important role in 
scientific research.  

In order to illustrate this point I consider as a case study the classification of psychopathy as a 
potential example of a practical kind. In the case of psychopathy classification there is a possibility 
that the underlying causal factors are disjoint and that there are actually two different subgroups. In 
the literature these two groups have been named primary and secondary psychopathy. There is some 
evidence that the two groups differ with regards to the etiology of the condition and the underlying 



mechanisms that produce it. However the behavior of both groups is homogenous enough that it 
allows us to make stable generalizations and predictions about them as single group.  
This is a nice illustration of how the theoretical and practical aims can come apart. Our theoretical 
aim is to extend our knowledge of people with the supposed condition and achieve explanation of 
their condition that implies the importance of different underlying causes responsible for the 
condition. However, our practical aims come from the clinical and legal practice where we need to 
provide an answer regarding the correct treatment of people with such condition. In this case, the 
hypothetical difference in underlying causal factors (or merely our ignorance regarding that issue) is 
not very relevant if their behavior is homogenous enough that allows as to predict their future 
behavior and from policies with regards to their treatments.  
I believe that these considerations can also have a bearing on the recent debate on natural kinds, 
especially regarding the criticisms of the so-called causal theories of kinds (with the Richard 
Boyd’s (1991; 1999) HPC theory as the main proponent). I focus on the criticism recently put 
forward by Ereshefsky and Reydon (2015) and show how the distinction between the theoretical 
and practical aims can make sense of our categorization practices in science while also providing 
support for the causal theories of natural kinds.  
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2. 

KIRSTEN BRUKAMP (DHBW Cooperative State University) 
Diseases in the Philosophy and Theory of Medicine and Health Care: Natural or Social 
Kinds? 
 

Health is a state that organisms require in order to pursue a variety of behaviors and desires. The 
question what diseases are, in contrast, has been discussed out of philosophical and theoretical 
interest, but also because of the practical consequences for health care. For example, the notion of 
disease is utilized to identify indications for treatments, to provide sick leave exemptions from work 
duties, and to secure support and funds for patients in health care systems and from health 
insurances. Here, such notions as disorder, disability, and impairment are not considered separately 
in order to be able to discuss the topic succinctly.  
Health as an ideal: The World Health Organization has defined health as a state of physical, mental, 
and social well-being. This phrasing suggests that diseases act as opponents to health and infringe 
on health. However, the concept of an ideal is not meaningful for singling out specific diseases for 
the health care purposes that have been mentioned above.  
Statistical criteria for diseases: A statistical approach within a naturalistic and descriptive 
framework of diseases relies on statistical norms. For example, it is the basis of biostatistical 
theories (cf. Christopher Boorse). This view is helpful in practice in a number of occasions, e.g. 
regarding laboratory values for body specimens. Nevertheless, it carries a number of critical issues 
with it: (1) The approach does not specify how to decide which conditions should be regarded as 
belonging to the health-versus-disease category and which ones do not. For example, it does not 
answer the question whether a short stature rather is a normal variant or a disease because of 
statistical outliers regarding growth. Here, normative judgments are required, a fact that undermines 
this approach, which attempts to be naturalistic and descriptive. (2) Selecting cut-off values for 
normal versus abnormal states clearly requires a value judgment, a normative influx that naturalistic 
and descriptive approaches typically want to avoid. (3) Complex bodily and mental states are 
difficult to capture with purely quantitative and statistical perspectives. A disease may consist of a 
multitude of categorical and dimensional features. It remains unclear how the (most) relevant 
features are selected and how their statistical characteristics are combined for a complete view.  
Subjective criteria for diseases: A subjective approach to identify diseases relies on an individual’s 
judgment whether a disease is present or not. The decisive factor between health and disease is the 
subject’s own judgment about her condition. Often, this factor is suffering or the presence of 
subjective sickness or malady (cf. K. Danner Clouser, Charles M. Culver, Bernard Gert). This 
approach may either be regarded as fairly naturalistic or as socially construed: Depending on one’s 
preferences, the suffering either originates from the natural inner processes in an individual, or the 
suffering and the corresponding behavior have been learnt in a cultural context. The approach is 
highly applicable to a majority of diseases, which are widely accepted as such, because patients 
typically seek help in health care systems for problems that they have identified as health problems 
themselves. Nevertheless, problems with it include the following: (1) The approach fails to 
accommodate conditions in which patients do not recognize themselves as diseased, e.g. due to 
disease-mediated cognitive impairments or in neurological and psychiatric disorders. (2) It also 
does not facilitate objective discourses on diseases and thereby precludes at least some of the 
practical purposes that were mentioned for the notion above.  
Social norm criteria for diseases: According to a social norm approach, a disease is present when an 
individual does not follow or comply with social norms. In this view, the notion of disease is clearly 
socially construed and a social kind. This concept often fails: (1) An individual may not comply 
with social norms for reasons other than the presence of what is typically called a disease. (2) The 
individual’s psychological state is completely ignored.  



Functional criteria for diseases: In this approach, a diseased person cannot fulfill functions for 
herself or in society, e.g. the person cannot dress without help or the patient cannot go to work. This 
view is open to a variety of ways to define functions, which may be regarded as subjective or 
objective and as natural or socially construed. Thereby, it accommodates many diseases that are 
accepted as such. On the other hand, the theoretical difficulties with the notion of disease are shifted 
towards difficulties with the notion of function so that a detailed theory and specifications of 
functions are needed.  

The different approaches all appear to capture some relevant aspects of the notion of disease. 
However, they also possess significant limitations. In a composite approach, a combination of the 
subjective criteria approach and the functional criteria approach seems to best fulfill the 
fundamental needs of a theory of diseases. First, the subjective criteria approach considers patients’ 
psychological states. Widespread normative convictions support such an evaluation because 
subjective suffering is typically regarded as a strong moral motivator for others to help. Second, 
functional criteria allow both subjective and objective functions to be considered. Thereby, from a 
practical standpoint, the purposes for the notion of disease in society can best be supported. 
Depending on the practices and discourses in society, different functional criteria may become 
relevant and then result in different degrees of health care or health insurance coverage, for 
example.  
In summary, neither purely natural nor purely social aspects of diseases may be regarded as 
predominant in a theory of diseases, both for theoretical and for practical purposes. According to a 
comprehensive biopsychosocial model of diseases, every disease possesses biological, 
psychological, and social causal determinants or maintaining factors. While most diseases allow an 
easy and early identification of a biological cause or process, all diseases eventually involve the 
mental and social life of patients. Diseases cannot be discovered in the body or in a mental state in a 
similar way that (either physiological or pathological) bacteria can be found in the body, for 
example. The judgment that a disease is present often relies on the patient’s perception, which has 
been learnt and acquired in a social context. The diagnosis of a disease definitely relies on the 
physician’s knowledge that has been socially shaped within a certain culture. Therefore, diseases 
both involve biological and psychological processes, which may (in part) be regarded as natural, 
and are socially construed, based on the psychological acquisition and social formation of 
knowledge and interpretation of health and disease states. 
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3. 

JOE DEWHURST (University of Edinburgh) 
Natural kinds and folk kinds in the psychological sciences 

 
This paper will examine the role that natural kinds play in psychology and cognitive science, and 
ask whether folk psychological kinds are capable of fulfilling this role. I will first specify what I 
mean by natural kinds and folk psychological kinds, and then argue that the latter are not suitable 
for the job required of natural kinds in the psychological sciences. Whilst folk psychological kinds 
constitute what Hacking calls “human kinds”, this is insufficient to qualify them for full natural 
kind status, even in the limited capacity outlined in this paper. Furthermore, the use of folk 
psychological kinds threatens to systematically undermine both theoretical and experimental work 
in psychology and cognitive science. For this reason, I will conclude that a concerted effort is 
required in order to develop new conceptual categories that more accurately reflect our 
understanding of the human cognitive system.  
Natural kinds terms play a central role in scientific discourse and practice, regardless of whether or 
not they are referred to as such. By this I simply mean that the projectable predicates required for 
inductive inference resemble what we typically think of as natural kinds (cf. Quine 1970). This fact 
alone does not entail any stronger claims about the ontological or metaphysical status of natural 
kinds. It is also important to acknowledge the pragmatic (or perhaps sociological) importance of 
natural kind terms (Wikforss 2010, Brigandt 2011, and Khalidi 2013 come to similar conclusions), 
even if one were not interested in the broader philosophical debate.  

It is typically the case that the projectable predicates deployed by a science will, in the first 
instance, follow the example set by intuitive folk taxonomies (Gopnik & Schwitzgebel 1998: 78-9). 
In physics and chemistry we began with the observable properties of objects, in biology we began 
with obvious environmental and physiological groupings, and in psychology and cognitive science 
we typically begin with folk psychological taxonomies. A key difference here is that whilst physics, 
chemistry, and biology have all at least partially transcended their folk taxonomical beginnings, in 
the psychological sciences we are by and large still stuck with folk psychology. We must ask, 
therefore, whether the folk psychological taxonomy is fit for purpose.  

Whilst there is no general agreement as to which account of natural kinds is correct, it is at least 
broadly acknowledged that to be fit for purpose in the biological and psychological sciences, an 
account of natural kinds should allow for a degree of flexibility in membership conditions. Either 
we find such an account, or we must conclude that the kinds of biology and psychology are not 
natural kinds. A promising candidate for such an account is some version of the homeostatic 
property cluster theory, which claims that (at least some) natural kinds consist of regularly co-
occurring clusters of properties along with a homeostatic mechanism that explains the co-
occurrence of those properties (see e.g. Kornblith 1993: 35, Boyd 1999, Magnus 2012). Accounts of 
this kind are fairly liberal, and for the purposes of this paper I will take them as a yardstick against 
which to measure the success of folk psychological kinds. If they fail here, then they are unlikely 
under any more stringent account of natural kinds.  
There are two reasons to think that folk psychological kinds might not be natural kinds. The first 
has to do with the extent to which folk psychological explanation and discourse varies across 
cultures and languages. Given that different cultures draw on different taxonomies when attributing 
mental states (see e.g. Lillard 1998, Turner 2012), it seems that we cannot simply read off a 
‘correct’ taxonomy that will correspond to the natural kinds of psychological science. Of course it 
might be the case that genuine psychological kinds will correspond to some folk psychological 
kinds, but, prior to experimentation, there is no way of knowing which these will be. We certainly 
cannot assume that the folk psychological kinds of our own culture or language will correspond 
precisely to the kinds of a finished psychological science.  



The second reason for thinking that folk psychological kinds are not natural kinds will apply even if 
one was able to uncover some cultural universals that were not vulnerable to my first argument. By 
and large, folk psychological kinds are not suitable for fine-grained scientific enquiry. Consider the 
archetypal folk psychological kinds, belief and desire. Whilst they are prevalent in philosophical 
thought experiments, these terms rarely feature in scientific psychology. When they do appear, they 
are used to refer to a far more disparate set of concepts than the folk kinds encompass (see e.g. 
Krueger & Grafman 2013). This means that folk psychological kinds are disjunctive in a way that is 
ruled out by most contemporary accounts of natural kinds (see e.g. Khalidi 2013: 89-92). Without 
further refinement, folk psychological kinds are not suitable for the role required of natural kinds in 
the psychological sciences (i.e. projectability across different domains).  
Given that folk psychological kinds appear not be natural kinds, what kind of a thing are they? They 
certainly appear to be projectable in at least some non- scientific context, such as when they are 
used to predict the coarse-grained behaviour of conspecifics. It is explanatory power in this sort of 
context that defenders of folk psychological kinds tend to appeal to. However, it is also precisely 
this sort of context that introduces the problems raised by Hacking with regard to what he calls 
“human kinds” (1995, 2006). Folk psychological kinds are only projectable in social contexts, 
where they are dependant upon the looping effects described by Hacking and more recently 
explicated by Zawidzki (2013) as “mindshaping”. That is to say, folk psychological kinds only have 
explanatory power when the very act of using them enforces their own validity by shaping the way 
in which we behave and think. They lose this explanatory power as soon as we descend below 
explanation in the social domain, and as such are ill suited for the role required of natural kinds in 
any more general account of psychology and cognitive science. We must therefore look elsewhere 
for a psychological taxonomy that is fit for purpose.  
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4. 

MARCO FASOLI (University of Milano Bicocca) 
A high-order taxonomy of cognitive techniques 

 
In the last years, cognitive artefacts have been examined by several philosophers. Different theories 
about the way we categorize these objects (Carrara and Vermaas 2009), the taxonomy we should 
use to classify them (Brey 2005, Heersmink 2013, Fasoli and Carrara forthcoming) and the moral 
aspects they involve (Heersmink 2015, Fasoli 2016) have been elaborated. On the other hand, 
cognitive techniques represent a sort of unheeded topic. In this paper I will explore the relationship 
between cognitive tasks, cognitive techniques, and cognitive artefacts in order to answer the 
following question: can we distinguish between different kinds of cognitive techniques? The goal, 
hence, is to identify a first, high-order classification of these mental procedures, that could also be 
useful to achieve a better understanding of the mechanics involving cognitive artefacts.  

Throughout their history, human beings have needed to solve many different problems in order to 
survive and to reproduce successfully (see for example Diamond 1997). These problems, in turn, 
often require the solving of different cognitive tasks (Hutchins 1995) that – at least until now – 
probably became as complex as society, the educational system, and the technological environment 
evolved. Some cognitive tasks can be solved with the aid of some cognitive techniques, that are 
particular kinds of mental procedures and methods. For example, we can try to memorize the name 
of a musician we heard during a conversation only thinking about it for a moment or we can look 
for a mental association, as a similarity between the name of the artist and something else just 
known. In the first case we are trying to naturally memorize something, while in the second case we 
are employing a cognitive technique. Insofar as – in the literature about this topic – a definition of 
cognitive technique is missing, we can temporarily assume it as the class of mental procedures and 
methods that functionally contribute to solving a cognitive task.  

Sometimes, cognitive techniques involve the usage of some external objects. These objects can be 
very different depending on the context and on the task. In certain circumstances they belong to the 
class of the cognitive artefacts, that are «physical objects that functionally contribute to performing 
a cognitive task» (Heersmink 2013, p. 465) and are especially created or modified for this purpose. 
In addition to cognitive artefacts, cognitive techniques can involve objects that are neither created 
nor modified for cognitive purposes. For example, we can use the stars as landmarks for orientation 
purposes while sailing (Hutchins 1995, Heersmink 2013). In this case, we are not modifying the 
stars nor have they been created as landmarks by anyone. Heersmink (2013), calls this kind of 
object “naturefacts”, but he seems exclude the possibility of employing an object that is not natural 
in the same manner, namely a non-cognitive artefact. For example, if I am using a building as a 
landmark while sailing near the coast, I’m employing a cognitive technique that includes the 
building as a part of the process. It is essential for the success of the task and for the execution of 
the technique. However, the building cannot be classified as a “naturefact”, because it is not a 
natural object, nor can it be classified as a cognitive artefact, insofar as it is not built for orientation 
purposes nor modified in any way by the sailor. It is simply an artefact. To sum up, our cognitive 
techniques can employ three kinds of objects: cognitive artefacts, (non- cognitive) artefacts and 
naturefacts.  
I propose to use this distinction for sketching a first – high order – taxonomy of cognitive 
techniques, grounded on the different kinds of object they involve. We can distinguish two genus of 
cognitive techniques, depending on the involvement or not of an external object. The first genus of 
cognitive techniques does not involve any object, and we can call these techniques “simple 
cognitive techniques”. The mnemonic association represents a sample of this class. The second 
genus includes all the cognitive techniques that involve any external object and can be labelled as 
“composed cognitive techniques”. In turn, inside this genus we have to distinguish between two 



species, namely between those techniques that employ cognitive artefacts and those techniques that 
employ naturefacts or non-cognitive artefacts. I call “artefactual cognitive techniques” the first 
species and “objectual cognitive techniques” the second one. Objectual cognitive techniques, then, 
can involve both non- cognitive artefacts and natural beings. We can summarize this high order 
taxonomy of the cognitive techniques in the following way:  

-  Cognitive techniques are defined as the class of mental procedures and methods that functionally 
contribute to solving a cognitive task.   

-  We can distinguish between two genus of cognitive techniques, simple cognitive techniques and 
composed cognitive techniques.   

-  Composed cognitive techniques are of two different species, artefactual and objectual.   
-  Objectual cognitive techniques can employ natural things and non-cognitive artefacts.   

From a cognitive point of view, it would be important to understand if the distinctions just outlined 
reflect some difference also at the neuroanatomical level. Are these different techniques mediated 
by different neural paths, circuits or systems? This high order taxonomy represents a provisory step 
towards a deeper understanding of how the mind uses the external world for solving its cognitive 
tasks.  
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5. 

GUGLIELMO FEIS (University of Milan)  
Taxonomizing the Social World: Searlean “Social Ontology” as an Ontology of Kinds 

 
In this paper, I argue that Searlean “social ontology” can be pursued as an investigation concerning 
natural and non-natural kinds (i.e. social and artificial kinds). Searle (2010)’s question that defines 
much of contemporary social ontology is: how do we go from electrons to elections? 

Electrons (and gold) are chief examples of natural kinds, if any. Presidents, election (and money) 
are typical examples of institutional facts and non-natural kinds. These similarities allow us to 
inquire the Searlean theory as an ontology of kinds. 
The following is an attempt to understand Searle and his implicit ontology of kind (§2) that is able 
to account for some of Searle counterintuitive thesis (§1). I shall focus on the following kinds: 
money, recession/financial crisis, friendship, gold. 

I think it is helpful to add gold: 
(1) gold is among the chief examples of natural kinds; 

(2) gold is one way to realize the non-natural kind ‘money’, thus it’s an interesting case study to 
investigate how natural kinds ground non-natural kinds. 

 
1. The Searlean Picture: a Tension Between Friendship and (Financial) Crisis? 

According to Searle (2010), money is an institutional fact, but recessions/financial crisis are not. 
That sounds strange for the following reasons: 

(1) they have a deep impact on our social life; 
(2) they are the target of (further) institutional action such as specific laws or policy planning; 

(3) they are grounded in money (Searle instead of the grounding lexicon talks about being “a by-
product”). 

Friendship, on the other hand, gets the status of an institutional fact, though there’s no explicit 
institution ruling it. 

We can give a better account of these not so intuitive claims if we take these claims as thesis on 
natural and non-natural kinds. In particular: (Q1) can we explain how a consequence (or, in other 
terms, something grounded in) an institutional facts can lose its institutional status (case of 
recession/crises grounded on money)? (Q2) can we explain how we can have an institutional fact 
with no institution supporting it explicitly (as in the case of friendship)? 
 

2. Searle in a Kinds-Framework 
Let’s try to make sense of the Searlean picture which the kinds machinery. 

Friendship seems a social kind that can sit close to marriage. By moving from institutional facts to 
kinds the objection that friendship has less clear supporting institutions than the rules of the contract 
of marriage loses its power. Further, moving to kinds allows us to draw a sharp line between 
institutional facts supported by an explicit institution (such as marriage or money) and institutions 
that have no specific institution. We can in fact say that the first are artificial kind, the second are 
natural kinds. Kinds offer a way to make sense of Searle’s ideas, but they require further 
assumptions (that might be hard to swallow if you want to stay away from natural law). 



The issue of recessions/financial crisis and money is more complex. Money, we can say, is an 
artificial kind, i.e. a non-natural kind that we want to distinguish further from social kinds. By 
labelling it ‘artificial’ we emphasize how money and money-related things can be extended and 
scale way beyond ordinary interactions (think about high-frequency trading or credit card 
payments). When gold enters the picture, there’s the problem that often gold and other alleged 
natural kinds (think about non-salted water and even earth in the movie Waterworld) are used as 
tokens of money. How do recessions and financial crisis relate to money? 

Searle’s reasons to have recessions/financial crisis as non-institutional facts were: 
(R1) avoiding social constructivism: sure there were recessions in the Middle age when mankind 
had no concept of recession! 
(R2) Searle optimistically hopes that our intentions will not create any “Frankenstein institutional 
fact”: we aim at money not crises. We do not voluntarily aim at the bad things, hence unwanted 
consequences are only unintended and non-institutional. 

What can we say about these reasons in our kind-based social framework? Granting that 
institutional correlates with artificial and social kinds, can we rephrases Searle’s intuitions so that 
crisis and recessions are not artificial or social? 
In a kind-based framework, Searle is offering a view in which recessions and crisis are neither 
artificial nor social, hence, they should be natural kinds. This sounds strange, but solves Searle’s 
worries that motivate (R1) and (R2). If recession/crisis are natural kinds 

 there’s no problem in explaining Middle Age’s recessions; (2) if they are natural kinds there’s no 
issue of unintended consequences of our intended creation, they are already there as brute facts. 

Another move to have recessions/crisis as natural kinds is that of saying that they are to physics. In 
this way, you manage to subsume your kind of choice under a law that will boost the objectivity and 
naturalness of your kind, pushing you towards considering it a natural one. Once more, kinds offer a 
way to make sense of Searle’s ideas, but they require further assumptions 

 
3. Summing up 

I approached the problems of Searlean proposal to (re)construct social reality as an issue of social 
and non-social kinds. We further gain extra tools to figure out what’s the underlying ontological 
framework that supports some of Searle’s claims concerning money, financial crisis and friendship. 
Unfortunately for Searle, not all the present analysis ends up supporting his view. 
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6. 

MARCO FENICI (University of Florence) 
Naturalism about mindreading? A discussion of ontological and empirical alternatives 

 
How do we know other people’s mental states? The theoretical interpretation of this question 
identifies a traditional hard problem in the epistemology of psychological kinds—i.e., the problem 
of others’ minds. Still, many contemporary scholars in both philosophy and the cognitive sciences 
argue that this question admits an easy empirical solution. In particular, it is claimed that our 
species have evolved a cognitive capacity, i.e., mindreading, to attribute mental states to others 
(e.g., Humphrey, 1976), and that this capacity appears very early in infant development as it is 
apparently manifested by 15-month-olds’ selective attention in spontaneous-response false belief 
tasks (Carruthers, 2013; Scott & Baillargeon, 2009). Call this the received view about mindreading.  
The received view of mindreading significantly depends on a realist account about the nature of 
mental states, and the related assumption that the vocabulary of folk psychology refers to natural 
kinds. Indeed, if advocates of the received view can argue that we are good at attributing mental 
states, this is because they retain that mental states belong to the domain of natural entities, and that 
our minds have been carved by natural selection to respond to them.  

In this talk, I will challenge the ontological presuppositions of the received view about 
mindreading. Some philosophers disagree about the descriptive value of mental state terms, and 
argue that the vocabulary of folk psychology has been invented for other purposes (Garfield, 1988; 
McGeer, 2007; Zawidzki, 2008). Endorsing this tradition, I will claim that mindreading has 
emerged in the cultural evolution of our species in force of the relevance of mental state talk to the 
social needs of the earliest human communities (see Andrews, 2012; Zawidzki, 2013 for some 
proposals). In particular, the basis of our capacity to ascribe mental states is the ability to legitimize 
our own actions to avoid blame and punishment by appealing to schemes of justification that are 
valid according to the norms of a community. Significantly, many of these schemes report what we 
have seen (or otherwise perceived) in the past. I will claim that the concepts of knowledge and 
belief have arisen in the cultural history of our societies specifically to permit one to justify her 
behaviour by referring to past perceptions without further specification.  

This proposal denies that attributing mental states requires one to respond to natural kinds. Mental 
states are identified by responding to complex behavioural and situational patterns that acquire a 
meaning only according to the linguistic norms of a community. This patterns are real but their 
mentalist interpretation essentially relies on the existence of social norms. Thus, acquiring the 
capacity to attribute beliefs to others requires one to master the practice of asking and giving 
reasons for one’s actions (Brandom, 1994).  

I will show that empirical data from false belief tasks (Baillargeon, Scott, & He, 2010; Baron- 
Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985), which are usually taken to demonstrate the received view of 
mindreading, also find a coherent interpretation within such a view of mental states as social kinds 
(Fenici, in press). Despite the fact that the received view of mindreading, as well as its naturalist 
presuppositions, are largely shared among philosophers and cognitive scientists, there is still space 
for an alternative interpretation both of its ontological presupposition and empirical validation.  
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7. 

EDOARDO FREGONESE (LabOnt) 
Three social “things”: Subjects, objects and institutions 

 
Tiziana Andina’s last book Ontologia sociale (2016) gives a taxonomy about received theories in 
social ontology. These theories show us that social reality is composed at least by three elements 
(Andina 2016: Ch. 2): subjects (Andina 2013, Bratman 1999, 2014), objects (Ferraris 2009, Smith 
2014) and institutions (Hindriks & Guala 2015).  
The first aim of this talk is to give an outlook of properties instantiated by subjects, objects and 
institutions in social reality. Subjects (and actions) can be ‘singular’ (i.e., John’s walking) or 
‘collective’ (i.e., John and Jane share the intention to go for a walk (Bratman 1999, 2014), or they 
jointly commit themselves to go for a walk (Gilbert 2013)); objects, as documents, can record a fact 
(i.e., a bus tickets) or they can inscribe an act (a post-it on the fridge saying “buy the milk!”) 
(Ferraris 2009: 299, Smith 2014); institutions are systems of regulative or constitutive rules 
(Hindriks & Guala 2015, Searle 1995). 

The second aim is to show that those three elements cannot be reduced to only one (or two): in 
social reality there is some kind of “filiation” or “production” between subjects and institutions and 
objects. The Civil Right Code is a document which has some power on many subjects and presents 
rules, but this Code has been approved originally by a group of people (the Parliament) who 
followed other rules to approve it, for instance the rules which govern voting procedures. 
Nevertheless every social theory that reduces the number of elements makes a mistake (Archer 
(1995) speaks about “conflaction”): subjects, objects and institutions share different properties so 
they are different from each other. 

In the third and last part of the talk I will give one suggestion for social sciences and one for social 
ontology – and the latter is obviously related with social sciences. Taking into account recent 
development in Object-Oriented Ontology (OOO) I will argue that social sciences should consider 
(1) all entities (subjects, objects, and institutions) and (2) each of these on the same level (no 
reductionism). Then I will suggest that we have to improve our knowledge about social objects, in 
fact, despite the works of Maurizio Ferraris and Barry Smith, in philosophy and social sciences the 
consideration for the objects is not equal to that for institutions and subjects. 
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8. 

EMILIANO LORIA (FINO Consortium)  
Preverbal human Infants' concepts of natural kinds and artifact kinds. Does the natural 
pedagogy social learning mechanism mesh the Psychological essentialism? 
 

Psychological essentialism is the belief that entities of various kinds have essential causal properties 
which are not directly observable but are responsible for the observable features of the entities that 
bear them. Some researchers propose that essentialism emerges over the first few years of life as an 
elaboration of the earlier, and more open-ended, intuitions. Essentialism is so intended as a 
pervasive, persistent reasoning bias that affects human categorization in profound ways (Gelman 
2003). 

Children appear to be equipped with the crucial ability to conceive of objects that are physically 
distinct, and even perceptually dissimilar, as also being equivalent by virtue of their shared 
membership in a class, or of being the same kind of thing. Representing an object as a member of a 
kind allows one to consult stored knowledge to infer invisible properties of the object and/or predict 
its behavior. As philosophers and psychologists have emphasized, to categorize objects into kinds is 
to assume that they share some common, unknown, unobservable underlying properties that cause 
them to have superficial observable properties that can be perceptually detected. But, while 
developmental psychologists have adduced much evidence for psychological essentialism in early 
childhood with respect to physical, chemical, and especially biological kinds, it has been argued 
that essentialism is likely to be domain specific being restricted to young children’s natural kind 
concepts, and that it initially does not apply to their understanding of artifacts.  
However, recent evidences suggest that preverbal infants are prone to interpret nonverbal referential 
actions about artifact kinds as well, in accordance with psychological essentialist assumptions. In 
virtue of new findings we can reasonably claim that preverbal human infants can learn 
generalizations about natural, artifact (and social) kinds from the nonverbal actions of 
communicative agents. Causal and functional properties of the man-made objects, as well as 
appropriate manner of use, are often epistemically opaque, not cognitive immediate and transparent 
to infants. This epistemic opacity may encourage them to assume, in accordance with the 
essentialist bias, that the surface-observable properties of man-made tools result from their 
underlying essential properties. 

We have to consider the fact that human infants grow up in environments populated by artifacts. In 
order to acquire knowledge about different kinds of human-made objects, children have to be able 
to focus on the information that is most relevant for sorting artifacts into categories. This capacity 
may be driven by the “natural pedagogy”, that is the name given by Csibra and Gergely (2006) to 
the social learning mechanism enabling infants to acquire kind-wide generalizations on the basis of 
their interpretation of the ostensive nonverbal referential actions and demonstrations of 
communicative agents.  
Sperber and Wilson (1995) call ostensive stimuli the signals whereby an agent makes manifest to an 
addressee her communicative intention to manifest some new relevant information for the addressee 
(i.e. her informative intention). Right after birth, infants display species-specific sensitivity to, and 
preference for, some nonverbal ostensive behavioral signals, such as eye contact, joint-attention, 
infant-directed speech (the so called ‘motherese’), and infant-contingent distal responsivity.  

The theory of natural pedagogy was proposed exactly ten years ago. According to Gergely and 
Csibra human pedagogy is a primary species-specific cognitive adaptation to ensure fast, efficient, 
and relevance-proof learning of cultural knowledge in humans under conditions of cognitive 
opacity of cultural forms (Csibra and Gergely 2006). In cultural learning one obvious way to 
overcome the limitations imposed by the cognitive opacity of relevance is to acquire the relevant 



knowledge content directly from another conspecific who already possesses it. As new behaviors, 
especially cultural activities, an active communicative role of the more knowledgeable conspecific 
may greatly assist the efficiency and viability of cultural knowledge acquisition. In order to make it 
possible, the two Hungarian psychologists theorized a dedicated communicative system in which 
the participants are inclined to teach and to learn new and relevant cultural information to (and 
from) conspecifics. 
In particular, they suggested that human individuals who possess cultural knowledge are naturally 
inclined not only to use, but also to ostensively manifest their knowledge to (and for the benefit of) 
naïve conspecifics, while the latter are naturally motivated to acquire such knowledge by actively 
seeking out, attending to, and being specially receptive to such communicative manifestations of 
knowledgeable others. Through pedagogy, then, fast, efficient and ‘relevance-proof’ transfer of 
cultural knowledge – even when its content is cognitively ‘opaque’, arbitrary or conventional - 
becomes achievable. According to the natural pedagogy theory, it is the very fact that a 
knowledgeable conspecific (a ‘teacher’) ostensively communicates her cultural knowledge by 
manifesting it for the novice (the ‘learner’) is what ensures the (cultural) relevance of the 
knowledge content transmitted. Since the learner is predisposed to interpret ostensive 
communicative signals of the teacher as evidence for the novelty and relevance of the knowledge 
content manifested, this allows for fast learning of the knowledge communicated without any 
further need to test its relevance before acquiring it. 

So the ostensive cues of others trigger in infants a built-in assumption of basic epistemic trust in the 
other as a benevolent, cooperative, and reliable source of cultural information. This activates a 
presumption of relevance about the contents of manifested knowledge as a result of which the 
young apprentice can fast-learn it without the need to test or critically scrutinize its validity or 
relevance any further. The infant’s ‘pedagogical stance’ contains also the implicit assumption and 
expectation that the information revealed about the referents in such ostensive communicative 
teaching contexts will not only be new and relevant, but will consist of publicly shared and 
universal cultural knowledge that is shareable with other members of the cultural community. We 
may call it the assumption of universality. This default assumption about communicative agents as 
sources of universally shared cultural knowledge amounts to an implicit construal of others as 
equally omniscient sources of shared knowledge (Gergely et al. 2007).  
Namely, young children are biased to believe that their own knowledge about the world is 
universally shared by all others (leading to a difficulty in conceptualizing other minds as having 
different knowledge contents). But there’s another important assumption that ‘pedagogical stance’ 
contains; it is the assumption of generalization. It means that in the presence of ostensive signals, an 
agent’s referential action and demonstration are interpreted as displaying the property of a kind (i.e. 
as teaching a kind-wide generalization) (Csibra and Gergely 2009).  
New evidence suggests both that natural pedagogy enables preverbal human infants to acquire 
generalizations about kinds of artifacts and also that the essentialist bias documented in young 
children’s concepts of natural kinds extends to their concepts of artifact kinds. The findings by Futo 
and colleagues (2010) strongly suggest that preverbal infants can learn generalizations about artifact 
kinds from a sequence of nonverbal actions performed by a communicative agent. What the 
evidence previously reviewed shows is that young children also make essentialist assumptions 
about artifact and social kinds.  

The essentialist view of artifact kinds in preverbal human infants, thus, may be promoted by the two 
irresistible tendencies both to epistemically trust their communicative informants, as predicted by 
natural pedagogy account, and to categorize individuals into kinds. Because infants accept the 
information conveyed by communicative agents on trust, they might assume not merely that the 
observable features of man-made tools and human actions and practices demonstrated to them are 
caused by some deep underlying essential properties, but that they must be so caused. This could 



provide a further reason for why the essentialist bias in young human children extends to artifact 
kinds. 
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9. 

DAVID LUDWIG (VU Amsterdam) 
Naturalness vs. Social Critique? The Case of "Woman" 

 
I The Puzzle  

Many kinds have socially relevant boundaries. For example, it matters how we specify the 
boundaries of disability or mental disorder and what behaviors or attitudes are included in kinds 
such as racism, sexism, or sexual harassment . It also matters whether woman includes trans women 
and whether there are any r aces at all. Given their social relevance, it is not surprising that the 
boundaries of kinds are often evaluated on the basis of explicitly normative grounds. For example, 
feminist philosophers have rejected certain accounts of w oman because they marginalize groups 
such as trans woman (Jenkins 2016). Philosophers of race have endorsed social instead of biological 
accounts of r ace because the latter seem to foster racial prejudice (Ludwig 2015). Psychiatrists 
have rejected recent changes of the Diagnostic Statistical Manual because they worry that 
expanding boundaries of disorders lead to socially harmful overmedicalization (Zachar 2015). And 
even biologists sometimes reject taxonomic proposals such cladistic species concepts on normative 
grounds because they worry about harmful implications for conservation practices (Zachos et al. 
2013).  
While normative debates about socially relevant boundaries of kinds are not surprising, they seem 
to conflict with the common philosophical assumption that the boundaries of kinds are not fixed by 
our normative choices but rather but rather by how the world is actually structured. This is not only 
true for the natural but also for the social sciences. As Khalidi (2015) has recently argued, many 
social kinds satisfy standard criteria for natural kinds in the sense that they involve stable property 
clusters that are causally unified and ground explanatory as well as predictive relevance.  
This assumptions of natural kinds in the social domain creates an important puzzle: what if 
considerations of naturalness and social relevance push us in different directions? For example, 
consider the case of woman. H aslanger (2000) has famously defined woman in terms of socially 
subordination on the basis of physical markers “presumed to be evidence of a female’s biological 
role in reproduction”. This account is explicitly political in the sense that it aims to identify the 
group of people who actually experience a specific form of social injustice and are therefore the 
target group for feminist intervention. But even if Haslanger’s account identifies the most useful 
target group for feminist intervention, it may not pick out the most natural kind. For example, Bach 
(2012) has recently argued that gender should be understood as a “natural kind with a historical 
essence” and someone’s status as a woman is therefore constituted by being socialized as a woman. 
Importantly, Haslanger’s and Bach’s proposals pick out kinds with slightly different extensions. For 
example, a trans woman who was socialized as a man but is currently subordinated as a woman 
would be a man according to Bach but a woman according to Haslanger. Given the assumption that 
Bach’s account is more natural but Haslanger’s account is politically more appropriate, it seems that 
we are forced to choose between naturalness and social critique.  

 
II Misunderstood & Real Conflicts  

Instead of contrasting naturalness and social critique, I want argue that we need to integrate them in 
an evaluation of social ontologies. More specifically, I want to argue that (a) naturalness commonly 
affects social relevance and (b) social relevance commonly affects naturalness.  
(a) While Haslanger’s account of woman is politically motivated, one may still argue that it is 
grounded in naturalness. Recall that I suggested that social kinds can be natural in the sense that 
they are causally unified and explanatory relevant. However, the social relevance of an account of 
woman a t least partly depends on its contribution to explain the social world around us. For 



example, Haslanger presents her account as an effective tool for challenging gendered injustices. In 
order to be effective in this sense, however, her account should identify a causal mechanism that 
actually explains relevant similarities and differences between individuals. For example, 
subordination in the sense of Haslanger should explain differences between women and men in 
income levels or experiences or sexual harassment. In other words: the social relevance of 
Haslanger’s proposal requires that it identifies causally unified and explanatory relevant structure.  
(b) While the social usefulness of an account of woman at least partly depends on its naturalness, 
one may still worry that the most natural account is not always the socially most useful one. 
However, it is not clear that we can identify the most natural account of w oman independently 
from our social goals. Different accounts of woman identify different explanatorily relevant 
structures such as XX chromosomes, gendered social positions, or gendered socialization. However, 
it is not clear that there an interest-independent way of measuring overall explanatory relevance. 
For example, how would we weigh (a) the contribution of XX chromosomes in explaining the 
average length of someone’s ring finger, against (b) the contribution of gendered subordination to 
explaining hiring patterns in philosophy, or (c) the contribution of gendered socialization to 
explaining preference for toys? It seems that there is no neutral ground for measuring and 
comparing explanatory relevance of accounts of woman that is entirely independent of our socially 
negotiated explanatory interests.  
To sum up, I want to suggest a picture in which considerations of social relevance and naturalness 
do not pull us in different directions but rather mutually influence each other. While this picture 
solves a generalized conflict of “naturalness vs. social critique”, it creates a different problem of 
ontological conflict through competing interests. In some cases, this conflict can be solved through 
ontological pluralism: for example, we may argue that we need a plurality of concepts woman 1 ... 
woman n that refer to different kinds that reflect different research interests in areas such as 
biomedical research and sociology. However, this pluralism does not provide a simple solution to 
all problems. First, we may still disagree on an account of woman within a specific context. Second, 
we have to avoid an “isolationist pluralism” that ignores how different contexts affect and rely on 
each other.  
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IRENE OLIVERO (University of Padova) 
Towards a unified account of the semantics of natural, artifactual and social kind terms. 

 
The aim of this talk is to argue for a unified approach to the semantics of natural, artifactual and 
social kind terms, grounding it on a new approach to modality. The standard view on modality, 
“heavyweight modal realism”, notoriously encounters several problems. This descriptive view on 
modality founds Semantic Externalism, the main unified account of the semantics of sortal terms, 
and it leads – I shall argue – to the main problems for which Externalism has been considered 
overall untenable. To overcome the problems of heavyweight modal realism Amie Thomasson 
developed an alternative approach to modality: “Modal Normativism”. My aim is to show that, if 
we adopt this new view on modality, – besides getting rid of the problems of the previous approach 
– this would base the adoption of a hybrid semantic theory, already proposed in order to overcome 
the problems of Pure Externalism. Moreover, it would also represent a more tenable account over 
those that have been advanced in the so far unfinished debate, arisen just from Putnam’s proposal of 
extending his argument to artifactual and social kind terms. My contribution to the discussion is to 
illustrate that, if we ground a semantic hybrid theory on the normative approach to modality, not 
only would most of the problems of Pure Externalism be avoided, but we would also have a more 
attractive unified account of the semantics of our sortal terms. 

Metaphysicians are usually disinterested in analyzing what rules of use govern our terms, including 
those sortal terms designed to select different categories. This is because they claim to care only 
about the real modal properties of things in the world: about when objects really are identical or 
distinct, really do survive or are destroyed. They also claim to discover categories of entities and to 
determine what modal features or properties (essences, identity, or persistence conditions) are 
required to belong to those different categories. So, basically, metaphysicians, among other things, 
take themselves to discover the modal features of things of a certain category. This approach to 
modality is what Amie Thomasson defined “heavyweight modal realism” (forth.) – a descriptive 
modal theory, according to which there are some distinctively modal properties or facts that explain 
what it is that makes some modal statements true. However, it is known – and Thomasson points 
this out herself (2013, forth.) – that this assumption leaves us with a crisis in modal epistemology. It 
leaves us with the burden of explaining how we can acquire knowledge about these facts and 
properties. Moreover, the question about how these modal facts and properties are related to the 
non-modal ones remains open.  

Heavyweight modal realism with its well-known epistemic problems is – I aim to show – what 
grounds probably the so far most famous unified account of the semantics of sortal terms: 
Externalism. According to this theory – proposed by Hilary Putnam in his memorable article of 
1975 – what determines the meaning of our words is the real nature of their referents, whether or 
not we know or could possibly ever know what this nature is. Thus, a word’s extension is ultimately 
fixed independently of any conceptual content. This means that it could also turn out that we are 
wrong about the category of entities to which those terms refer. In order to prove his argument, 
Putnam conceives some thought experiments, meant to show, in particular, that the statements such 
as “water is H2O”, or “gold has atomic number 79”, or “pencils are artifacts” and so on, are 
metaphysically necessary albeit epistemically contingent (they can always turn out to be false). This 
is because the referents of those words have their specific essence with metaphysical necessity, 
despite our possible lack of epistemic access to it. Nevertheless, adopting this hyperrealist view on 
modality leads to the three main problems faced by Putnam’s Externalism (or Pure Externalism): 
the qua-problem1, the problem of handling non-existence claims2 and the related problem of the 
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opacity of the semantics of these terms3. If we follow Pure Externalism, it will indeed be radically 
indeterminate what the terms refer to, since we do not have any way to disambiguate whether or not 
a word successfully refers and to which entity it is to refer to, if it refers at all. In addition, the 
semantics of every given term will always be opaque, for we could never have any a priori criterion 
to decide which semantics applies to it. We would always need some empirical research to tell us 
what every term actually designates.  
Furthermore, heavyweight modal realism is the approach to which most of the discussants who 
engage in the debate about the semantics of artifactual (and social) kind terms are committed.4 
These authors have tried to ground the differences (or analogies) between natural, versus artifactual 
and social kind words, on the modal features of the kinds they denote. 
In order to avoid the problems of heavyweight modal realism, Thomasson proposes an alternative: 
“Modal Normativism” (2013, forth.). This deflationary account denies that modal statements are 
descriptive at all. According to Thomasson’s account, “basic metaphysical modal claims most 
fundamentally serve the function of conveying semantic rules, not of describing special modal 
features of this world – nor of describing other possible worlds” (Thomasson forth., p. 9). More 
specifically, on this view, “the basic function of talk about what is “metaphysically necessary” is 
not to try to describe modal features of the world, but, rather, to provide a particularly useful way of 
expressing constitutive semantic and conceptual rules in the object language” (Thomasson 2013, p. 
145).  

Where would we go with semantics if we choose this normativist approach to modality? I shall 
argue that this would perfectly fit with adopting a hybrid theory about natural, artifactual and social 
kind terms. A semantic hybrid theory is based on the thesis that there must be some implicit but 
crucial descriptive elements in grounding the term’s reference (at least the category of objects the 
word refers to is determined by us as a linguistic community).5 This is exactly in consonance with 
Modal Normativism, according to which “de re necessities claims [are] object-language expressions 
of constitutive semantic rules – provided we allow our names and sortal terms to have certain kinds 
of conceptual concept” (Thomasson forth., p. 76). The form that semantic rules can take can vary 
and also be world-deferential: they would be complete when filled in with the empirical 
information.6 This also represents an advantage over a simple semantic Social Externalism, which 
claims that what determines the meaning of the words is just the semantic norm of the linguistic 
community in which they are used.7 Furthermore, within this new theory, we may see all the 
disputes that have arisen about the metaphysics of artifactual kinds as cases of what Timothy 
Sundell (2013) and David Plunkett has defined “metalinguistic negotiations” (2013, 2015), namely 
as pragmatic disputes about how the terms we use to denote those objects ought to be applied. This 
would lead us to see some prominent discussions about how we should apply sortal terms (e.g. 
discussions about whether ‘cat’ should still be applied to a robot, or ‘pencil’ to an organism) or 
should they designate at all, as matters of practical decisions, rather than discoveries.  

In conclusion, adopting a semantic hybrid theory grounded on Modal Normativism would not only 
avoid the problems confronted by Pure Externalism, but also – contrary to other theories formulated 
within the debate – give a more tenable and attractive unified semantic theory for all those terms. 
The approach I propose would explain the semantics of all those words according to the forms that 
constitutive semantic rules can take, better handling the problems encountered by its opponents. 

																																																																																																																																																																																								
2 See A. Thomasson (2007), in particular section 2. 
3 This observation is due to Diego Marconi and his “Being and being called” (2009). 
4 The main authors involved in this debate are: Hilary Kornblith (1980, 2007); James Nelson (1982); Daniel Putman (1982); Stephen 
Schwartz (1978, 1980, 1983); Amie Thomasson (2003, 2007). 
5 See M. Devitt, K. Sterelny (1999) (see in particular section 5) and A. Thomasson (2007) (see in particular section 2). 
6 This means that this approach has also the advantage of accommodating de re and a posteriori modal claims (see Thomasson 
(forth.), Ch. 4).  
7 This theory, originally attributed to Tyler Burge and his “Individualism and the Mental” (1999), is the one adopted by Hilary 
Kornblith (one of the authors engaged in the debate about the semantics of artifactual kind terms). 
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DAVIDE SERPICO (FINO Consortium)  
What kind of kind is intelligence? 

 
After a century of research, the issue concerning the nature of intelligence and its biological bases is 
still controversial. The standard model of intelligence derives from two converging scientific fields: 
psychometrics and behavioural genetics. The former has analysed intelligence in quantitative terms 
– calling it «IQ» and then «g factor». While IQ stands for the individual intelligence level assessed 
by tests, the g factor is, roughly speaking, its psychological explanation. Historically speaking, the 
existence of a general factor of intelligence has been hypothesized by Charles Spearman because 
intelligence measurements are positively related to each other: if one shows good performances on 
a given task, one tends to show such performances also in other tasks. In light of this empirical 
phenomenon, several psychologists have accepted the existence of an underlying general mental 
ability (Van der Maas et al. 2006). Behavioural genetics, on its own, has investigated psychological 
traits according to quantitative genetics methodologies, in order to understand the role of inher-
itance in individual differences. 
Over time, the purposes of psychometrics and behavioural genetics have come to a convergence, 
arriving at a theoretical model which is still influential: after the adoption of the g factor by genetics 
research, a conception has been reached which accounts for intelligence as a general cognitive 
ability, highly heritable and, to some extent, stable lifelong. Such a model considers g as the main 
and better known psychological variable (Jensen 2012; Plomin et al. 2013), despite the widespread 
disagreement about its nature (Stankov 2012). Indeed, neither intelligence nor the g factor have 
joined the agenda of cognitive sciences. 

Psychometrically speaking, g is the outcome of a factorial analysis. In this respect, it is relatively 
uncontroversial. What is controversial is its psychobiological meaning: even though this construct 
would represent a cognitive phenomenon that causes individual performances in IQ tests, several 
authors hold that, from a cognitive point of view, there is not enough convincing empirical evidence 
to support its existence (Kray & Frensch 2012). 
This topic will be considered using philosophical lenses, that is the debate about natural kinds. 
Speaking of natural kinds allows us to evaluate the ontological validity of psychological constructs 
as “real”, independently from our scientific inquiry. Adopting a realist standpoint, the g factor 
model is supposed to reflect something real – the way in which cognition works on a biological 
level – briefly, suitable to carve psychological nature at its joints. 

Firstly, I will analyse whether or not intelligence is a kind according to behavioural genetics. 
Intelligence is primarily considered a quantitative trait, something shared by every human being but 
expressed in different degrees among individuals. Genetically speaking, it is conceived according to 
the additive model of polygenic inheritance. I argue that such a quantitative conception would 
hardly find room within natural kinds theory. Although genetics does not supposedly conceive 
intelligence as a kind, it could be possible to ascribe to it what Griffiths (2002) has called «folk 
essentialism». I will outline some clues in this direction. 
Secondly, I will point out that this model of general intelligence does not withstand careful analysis, 
suggesting that an HPC theory of intelligence could go over both essentialism and a quantitative 
view. I will outline the main features of such a model: a cluster, surface properties, properties on 
lower levels and a homeostatic mechanism. This model fits with common intuitions about cognition 
better than the quantitative one; moreover, it is able to challenge essentialism about properties. 
Conversely, the door remains open to essentialism set on a mechanistic level and on a genetic one, 
Thus, I will argue, against the HPC model, that it is unnecessary to consider intelligence as a kind in 
any sense. Firstly, thinking intelligence as a cluster of cognitive processes held up by a single 



phenomenon (a homeostatic mechanism) leads us to identify a set of widely heterogeneous 
behaviours, without any empirical commitment to involved cognitive processes and genetic 
mechanisms. Such a kind would be too heterogeneous to be explicative: this theory of intelligence 
does not allow us to disentangle different levels of causality – a widespread issue for genetics due to 
the high risk of spurious relationships between variables. Secondly, the HPC theory is often 
considered inadequate in identifying those mechanisms which matter to pinpoint a property cluster 
(Craver 2009; Wilson et al. 2007). Rather, according to Boyd (1991), the HPC theory is by 
definition unable to solve this issue, and it should be assigned to a strictly empirical research. If 
cognitive science deserves a role in this inquiry, then we should take in consideration the 
disagreement about the nature of the g factor. If the opponents of g were right, then it would lack an 
important feature to ground a HPC theory of intelligence. It would not be a cluster, but a mere set of 
properties. 
In conclusion, we could imagine a splitting strategy: subtyping to different kinds something that 
seems prima facie a unified kind. 
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MARCO VIOLA (IUSS Pavia) 
Multiple Realizabiltiy within the Standard Ontological Framework of Cognitive Neuroscience 

 
A widespread ontological heuristic in cognitive neuroscience prescribes to assume that there is a 
one-to- one mapping between each mental kind and a given neural kind. This strategy provides a 
great gain in inductive power, because it allows for cross-disciplinary inferences between 
neuroscience and psychology. However, according to the multiple realizability thesis, mental kinds 
can be implemented in two or more physical kinds.  

In this paper I aim to reconcile the one-to-one mapping assumption and the multirealizability thesis 
by distinguishing between two different notions of “mental kinds”. In a corollary part of this paper I 
will also show how this reconceptualization accounts for those cognitive activities that are 
subserved either partially or totally by non-human cognitive agents.  

 
1. The Standard Ontological Framework of Cognitive Neuroscience 

Cognitive Neuroscience seeks to provide a unified account of mind and brain. Thus, its ontology 
encompasses neurocognitive kinds that allow inductive inferences from (facts about) the brain to 
(facts about) the mind – and vice versa. Which kind of relations should we expect between these 
two edges? The simplest and arguably most common strategy is to posit a one-to-one mapping 
(though not necessarily a metaphysical identity) between each mental kind and a given neural kind. 
This strategy stands at the core of (the ontological agenda of) a research program that I will call the 
Standard Ontological Framework of Cognitive Neuroscience (SOFCN). 
Because of this one-to-one mapping strategy, some critics argued that Cognitive Neuroscience is 
nothing more than phrenology under a new guise (Uttal 2001). I think they are right (and so does 
one of the most important neuroscientists alive, Russ Poldrack 2010). As a matter of fact, 
phrenologists were the initiators of the SOFCN, and thus the legitimate ancestors of modern 
Cognitive Neuroscientists, to whom they passed the “mission” to find one-to-one mappings. 
Nonetheless, the “new guises” of the modern version of the SOFCN do matter: while phrenologists 
tried to correlate bumps and mental faculties, Cognitive Neuroscientists nowadays are looking for 
neural kinds such as brain areas or, more recently, neural networks (Bressler and Menon 2010); and 
they’re trying to correlate them with mental kinds that we use to call ‘cognitive functions’ or 
‘mental processes’, i.e. unobservable scientific entities (that are held to work at a sub-personal 
level), posited by psychologists in order to account for the observable behaviour (at the personal 
level). 
 

2. Multiple Realizability within the SOFCN 
During the earlier decades of Cognitive Science, the mainstream ontological stance about mental 
kinds was functionalism (Putnam 1967). The core idea of functionalism is that the identity of 
mental kinds is only determined by the function they play in mediating between external stimuli and 
a given behavioural output. Most functionalists held the Multiple Realizability thesis (MR), i.e. the 
idea that a same mental kind (e.g. pain) could be implemented by different physical kinds in 
different species (humans’ pain, octopus’ pain, robots’ pain …), within the same species (mine and 
yours’ pain), and maybe even within the same individual at different time (Horgan 1993). This 
thesis supported the idea that psychology is and ought to stay autonomous from neuroscience 
(Fodor 1974). 

However, with the boom of Cognitive Neuroscience in 90’s, probably due to the diffusion of 
neuroimaging techniques (Cooper and Shallice 2010), the SOFCN superseded functionalism, thus 



vindicating a tight link between neuroscience and psychology. None but a few scientists nowadays 
would argue for the irrelevance of neuroscience for the psychological endeavour (but see the so-
called ultracognitivist neuropsychologists such as Coltheart 2006 or Harley 2004). Nonetheless, 
while some philosophers claimed that actual scientific practice in Cognitive Neuroscience seems to 
undermine MR (most notably, Bechtel and Mundale 1999), others pointed out that Cognitive 
Neuroscientists seems to have recognised the MR of some mental kinds, as they speak about 
degenerate functions, i.e. “the ability of elements that are structurally different to perform the same 
function or yield the same output” (Tononi et al. 1999; see also Price and Friston 2002, Figdor 
2010). Indeed, much research in Cognitive Neuropsychology revealed that often a cognitive task 
could be accomplished through different “routes”: for instance, humans and monkeys with total 
impairments in V1 (the so-called “primary visual area”) seem able to employ some rough visual 
information by means of a sub-cortical pathway – though they have no conscious access to it. This 
phenomenon has been labelled blindsight (for a recent overview, see Tamietto and Morrone 2016). 
Also, Kahneman’s (2011) much famous (and disputed) distinction between system 1 and system 2 
highlights the fact that many cognitive tasks are realizable either in a fast and frugal, semi-
automatic mode (system 1) or in a more reflexive and slow mode (system 2). 
Now, here’s our dilemma: 

(1) There actually are cases of MR (degeneracy): some mental kinds can be implemented by two or 
more different (sets of) neural kinds; 

(2) The SOFCN commands that each mental kind is paired pairwise with a given neural kind. 
I argue that neither (1) nor (2) ought to be rejected. In fact, I argue that (1) and (2) conflate two 
different meaning of mental kinds, which are roughly similar to Marr’s (1982) computational and 
algorithm levels. Indeed, while “mental kinds” in (1) means “cognitive tasks” (i.e. observable 
behaviour at the personal level), in (2) it could either mean “cognitive tasks” or “cognitive 
function” (i.e. a sub-component operation unfolding at the sub-personal level). Therefore, we may 
rephrase the above dilemma as such: 
(1*) There actually are cases of MR (degeneracy): some cognitive tasks can be implemented by two 
or more different (sets of) neural kinds; 
(2*) The SOFCN commands that each cognitive function is paired pairwise with a given neural 
kind. 
Thus, we get that: (3) Within the SOFCN, cognitive tasks are MR by means of two or more (sets of) 
cognitive functions. 
I think that this interpretation gives a more accurate picture of both clinical and research practice: as 
for the former, it may suggest compensatory strategies in patients suffering from brain injuries; as 
for the latter, the MR of cognitive tasks requires particular care in task analysis and in experimental 
design. 
 

3. COROLLARY: MR through SOFCN and the extended minds 
A classic example of MR task is given by Clark and Chalmers’ famous article on extended mind 
(1998): two persons, Otto and Inga, are willing to reach the Museum of Modern Art. However, Inga 
is fine, whereas Otto suffers from the Alzheimer’s disease. Thus, in order to remember where it is, 
Inga needs only to perform a normal and intra-cranial cognitive (mnemonic) task, while Otto needs 
to appeal to an external memory: his trustworthy notepad. 

More recently, Casati (forthcoming) further extended Kahneman’s taxonomy: beside system 1 and 
system 2, which Casati prefers to relabel as mode 1 and mode 2 in order to avoid reifications, he 
posits the existence of mode 3 and mode 4, i.e., respectively, cognitive tasks in which the cognitive 
job is partially or totally ‘delegated’ to some cognitive artefact. 



I argue that the above sketched account of MR puts us on the right trail in order to analyse such 
phenomena without abandoning the SOFCN: while it allows us to appreciate the sameness of 
cognitive tasks such as Inga and Otto’s memory task, it also highlight some important structural 
differences stemming from their different physical supports. 
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